Research Data at SOM

Summary
SOM provides access to various data sets through several services and on the SOM Research Cluster.

Features and Current Data Subscriptions

- Capital IQ
- directEDGAR
- CRSP
  - Mutual Fund
  - Quarterly Ziman Daily and Monthly
  - US Indices Annual
  - US Stocks Annual
  - US Treasury Daily and Monthly
- TAQ
- Capital IQ
- Thomson Reuters
  - TASS
  - Global Summary History
  - LoanConnector/Smi
  - DataStream
  - SDC VentureXpert
  - Eikon with DRO
- Nielson Price Data
- CCM (University of Chicago)

Who can use it?
The data is available to anyone at SOM doing research computing.

How much does it cost?
This service is available at no charge to the Yale School of Management community.

How do I get it?
You must use the SOM Research Computing Cluster in order to access the data sets.

Related Policy and Procedures

- All users of Yale University computing and networking facilities are expected to read and abide by the Information Technology Appropriate Use Policy. For additional information, please familiarize yourself with the Policies and Procedures related to HIPAA Security.
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